miR-1 and miR-206 regulate angiogenesis by modulating VegfA expression in zebrafish
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SUMMARY
Cellular communication across tissues is an essential process during embryonic development. Secreted factors with potent morphogenetic activity are key elements of this cross-talk, and precise regulation of their expression is required to elicit appropriate physiological responses. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are versatile post-transcriptional modulators of gene expression. However, the large number of putative targets for each miRNA hinders the identification of physiologically relevant miRNA-target interactions. Here we show that miR-1 and miR-206 negatively regulate angiogenesis during zebrafish development. Using target protectors, our results indicate that miR-1/206 directly regulate the levels of Vascular endothelial growth factor A (VegfA) in muscle, controlling the strength of angiogenic signaling to the endothelium. Conversely, reducing the levels of VegfAa, but not VegfAb, rescued the increase in angiogenesis observed when miR-1/206 were knocked down. These findings uncover a novel function for miR-1/206 in the control of developmental angiogenesis through the regulation of VegfA, and identify a key role for miRNAs as regulators of cross-tissue signaling.
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INTRODUCTION
Secreted signaling molecules are powerful regulators of development that are able to elicit behaviors such as proliferation, migration and differentiation in a concentration-dependent manner (Müller and Schier, 2011). Because these factors have potent morphogenetic functions, both their expression and the sensitivity of the receiving cells must be tightly regulated. Whereas low signaling levels would fail to elicit the appropriate response, excess signal could flood the system and eliminate positional and concentration-dependent information. One developmental context in which these signaling molecules play an important role is the formation of the vascular network. Secreted growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) function at different levels during the establishment and remodeling of the vasculature (Cao et al., 2008; Carmeliet and Jain, 2011; Chung and Ferrara, 2011; Ferrara et al., 2003; Turner and Grose, 2010). During zebrafish (Danio rerio) angiogenesis, VEGF is secreted from the muscle and plays a fundamental role in the expansion and remodeling of the vascular network by regulating the migration and proliferation of endothelial cells in the aorta to form the intersegmental vessels (ISVs) (Chung and Ferrara, 2011).

Much of our current knowledge regarding VEGF-mediated angiogenesis focuses on the regulation of the pathway downstream of the receptor in the receiving cells (Small and Olson, 2011), whereas the mechanisms that modulate the level of VEGF expressed by the producing cells are less well understood (Caporali and Emanuelli, 2011). VegfA expression is responsive to environmental changes and can be regulated at the post-transcriptional level through alternative splicing (Harper and Bates, 2008), motifs in its 3’UTR (Forsythe et al., 1996; Claffey et al., 1998) and alternative polyadenylation (Dibbens et al., 2001); however, the physiological role of these elements in development remains largely unexplored (Levy et al., 1998; Ciais et al., 2004; Onesto et al., 2004; Ray and Fox, 2007; Vumbaca et al., 2008; Ray et al., 2009; Jafarifar et al., 2011).

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) have recently emerged as fundamental post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression. These ~22 nt small RNAs repress target mRNA translation and induce mRNA deadenylation and decay (Djurankovic et al., 2011; Fabian et al., 2010; Huntzinger and Izaurralde, 2011). Thus, miRNAs provide an ideal mechanism to regulate potent signaling molecules that require dynamic yet accurate expression within an optimal range. Computational efforts indicate that a large fraction of vertebrate genes are under selective pressure to maintain putative miRNA target sites, and miRNAs have been estimated to regulate 30-50% of all genes in humans (Bartel, 2009; Friedman et al., 2009; Rajewsky, 2006). Because any given miRNA has the potential to regulate several hundred genes, a fundamental challenge in the field is to identify which miRNA-target interactions are physiologically relevant in vivo.

miR-1 and miR-206 are evolutionarily conserved miRNAs of highly similar sequence that share common expression in the muscle from C. elegans to human (Boutz et al., 2007; King et al., 2011; Lagos-Quintana et al., 2001; Lagos-Quintana et al., 2002; Sokol and Ambros, 2005). Our previous work analyzing the targetome of muscle miRNAs using zebrafish as a model system revealed that miR-1/206 play a fundamental role in shaping gene expression in the developing muscle (Mishima et al., 2009). Here, we modulate the expression and activity of miR-1/206 and demonstrate that they negatively regulate angiogenesis during zebrafish development. This effect is mediated, at least in part, by the direct regulation of the key angiogenic factor VegfAa, as
blocking regulation of vegfaa by miR-1/206 using target protectors has a pro-angiogenic effect that recapitulates the loss of function of miR-1/206. Taken together, these findings identify miR-1/206 as key regulators of angiogenesis during zebrafish development. These results uncover a novel regulatory role for miRNAs, in which they control the cross-talk between the muscle and the vasculature to modulate the level of angiogenesis during development.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Zebrafish care and maintenance**

Zebrafish were maintained at 28°C in conditions as described (Westerfield, 2000). All protocols were in accordance with Yale University animal care guidelines. Details regarding the establishment and characterization of the transgenic lines used have been described elsewhere (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002).

**miRNA target prediction**

The collection of miR-1/206 targets compiled by Mishima et al. (Mishima et al., 2009) was scanned for genes with both a known role in angiogenesis and muscle-specific expression. The 3’UTRs of selected genes were analyzed for the presence of sites complementary to the miR-1/206 seed sequence (CATTCC). The conservation of these target sites in vertebrates was established by analyzing the 3’UTRs of the human and mouse paralogs for the presence of sites complementary to the miR-1/206 seed sequence.

**mRNA and morpholino injection**

mRNA was transcribed using the mMessage mMachine Kit (Ambion) following the manufacturer’s instructions. For rSmoM2-eGFP overexpression, 100 pg rSmoM2-eGFP mRNA was injected into one-cell stage embryos. For the inhibition of miR-1 and miR-206, morpholinos (MOs) directed against the mature miRNA sequence (miR-1 MO and miR-206 MO) were designed and combined into a mix at a final concentration of 1 mM each. Unless otherwise noted, 1 nl of this mix was injected into one-cell stage embryos. As a control, 1 nl control MO at 1 mM was injected into one-cell embryos. A second set of MOs against miR-1 and miR-206 (miR-1 MO2 and miR-206 MO2) was also designed and injected as described above. All MOs against miR-1/206 have been used and validated previously as described in Mishima et al. (Mishima et al., 2009). Target protector MOs were designed to bind with perfect complementarity to 25 nt in the 3’UTR, including the miRNA seed sequence, for each of the miR-1/206 target sites in the vegfaa 3’UTR. Unless otherwise noted, 0.5 nl of a mix of these three target protectors at 1 mM each was injected into one-cell stage embryos. As a control, 1 nl of control MO at 1 mM was injected into one-cell embryos. All MOs were supplied by Gene Tools and cleaved in 70% glycerol overnight at 4°C. Immediately before imaging, embryos were mounted in VECTASHIELD mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). Images were taken with a Zeiss LSM 510 meta.

**Calculation of vessel cross-sectional area**

The cross-sectional vessel area was calculated from flattened confocal z-stacks taken with a Zeiss LSM 510 meta after immunostaining for EGFp as described above. Using Adobe Photoshop software, individual ISVs were traced and the area within the trace, in pixels, was normalized over the length of the vessel along the dorsoventral axis.

**Calculation of the number of endothelial cells in a vessel**

The number of endothelial cells in ISVs was manually determined from flattened confocal z-stacks taken with a Zeiss LSM 510 meta after immunostaining for GFP as described above.

**Luciferase reporter constructs**

The ORF of firefly luciferase (Fluc) was cloned between the BamHI-Sall sites of pCS2+ (pCS2+ Fluc) (Mishima et al., 2009). The vegfaa 3’UTR was amplified by RT-PCR from a cDNA library made from 0- to 36-hour embryos, and cloned into the XhoI-NcoI sites of pCS2+ Fluc. Mutant luciferase reporters were constructed by amplifying the 3’UTR of vegfaa in fragments with an overlap in the mutant region. The mutation in the miR-1 target site (CATTCC to CTAAACC) was included in the reverse primer of the 5’ fragment and the forward primer of the 3’ fragment. The full-length 3’UTR was obtained by PCR with the forward primer of the 5’ fragment and the reverse primer of the 3’ fragment in the presence of the 5’ and 3’ fragments as templates.

**Target validation by luciferase assay**

Zebrafish embryos were injected at the one-cell stage with 0.1 nl of a mix of firefly luciferase reporter mRNA and Renilla luciferase mRNA at 10 ng/µl each. Half of these embryos were then injected with 1 nl of miR-1 and miR-206 duplex at 5 µM each. miR-1 and miR-206 duplexes were acquired from Integrated DNA Technologies as siRNA duplex; sequences are given in supplementary material Table S1. At 9 hpf, ten embryos were collected and luciferase activity was assayed using the Dual-Glo Luciferase System (Promega) and a Modulus luminometer (Turner Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s instructions. After subtracting background measurements, firefly luciferase activity intensity (Ifluc) was normalized over Renilla luciferase activity intensity (IrLuc). The fold change expression of the reporter with and without the miRNA duplex was calculated as: (Ifluc+miRNA/IrLuc+miRNA)/(Ifluc–miRNA/IrLuc–miRNA). The luciferase ratio (Ifluc–miRNA/IrLuc–miRNA) was normalized to 100% in all figures. The assay was repeated at least three times for each reporter and the P-value was estimated by Student’s t-test.

**In situ hybridization**

Antisense probes for the detection of vegfaa or vegfab were constructed by linearizing a pBluescript vector (Stratagene) containing the sequence of the vegfaa or vegfab ORF. After linearization, digoxigenin-labeled probes were transcribed in vitro with T7 RNA polymerase using a nucleotide mix containing DIG-dUTP (Roche). Probes were cleaned using the RNeasy Kit (Qiagen). Probes were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 2 hours, washed in PBS and transferred gradually to absolute methanol for overnight storage at −20°C. Embryos were then rehydrated in PBS-T (0.1% Tween 20 in PBS) and treated with proteinase K (10 µg/ml) for 15 minutes. This was followed by washes in PBS-T and fixation with 4% PFA for 15 minutes. The embryos were then washed with PBS-T, blocked in 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in PBS-T for at least 1 hour at room temperature, and then incubated overnight in 200 μl of a solution of primary antibody against EGFp (rabbit; Molecular Probes) at 1:1000 dilution in 1% FBS in PBS-T at 4°C. Embryos were then washed four times in PBS-T for 30 minutes each at 4°C, then incubated overnight at 4°C in secondary anti-rabbit-Alexa 488 conjugate (mouse; Molecular Probes) at 1:1000 dilution in 1% FBS in PBS-T. Embryos were briefly washed in PBS-T, and DNA was stained with TO-PRO-3 (Molecular Probes) at 1:2000 dilution in PBS-T for 2 hours. Embryos were subsequently washed in PBS-T and cleared in 70% glycerol overnight at 4°C. Immediately before imaging, embryos were mounted in VECTASHIELD mounting medium (Vector Laboratories). Images were taken with a Zeiss LSM 510 meta.

**Mosaic analysis**

Mosaic analysis was performed using cell transplantation as described (Westerfield, 2006). For wild type to wild type (WT>WT) transplants, cells from Tg(fli1:EGFP)Y1 donors at sphere stage were transplanted into wild-
type hosts at sphere stage and allowed to develop. For WT>miR-1/206MO transplants, cells from Tg(fli-EGFP)y1 donors at sphere stage were transplanted into sphere stage hosts injected at the one-cell stage with 1 nl of 1 mM miR-1/206 MO as described above. For control MO>WT transplants, Tg(fli-EGFP)y1 donors were injected at the one-cell stage with 1 nl of 1 mM control MO, and cells were transplanted at sphere stage into wild-type hosts at sphere stage and allowed to develop. For miR-1/206 MO>WT transplants, Tg(fli-EGFP)y1 donors were injected at the one-cell stage with 1 nl of 1 mM miR-1/206 MO, and cells were transplanted at sphere stage into wild-type hosts at sphere stage and allowed to develop. At ~30 hpf, the embryos were fixed and immunostained for EGFP, and the cross-sectional area of EGFP-positive vessels was measured using Adobe Photoshop.

Small molecule inhibition of VEGF signaling

The small molecule SU5416 (VEGFR2 kinase inhibitor III; Calbiochem) was prepared and utilized as described (Covassin et al., 2006). Briefly, SU5416 was dissolved to the indicated concentrations in Hank’s medium (Westerfield, 2000), and embryos were placed in this solution from 18 hpf until ~30 hpf, when they were fixed for immunostaining as described above. Control embryos were treated with 0.1% DMSO.

Live imaging of vascular development

After injection of miR-1/206 MO or control MO as described above, time-lapse analyses were performed as described (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002) with the following modifications: Tg(fli:mGFP) embryos were mounted in 0.6% low-melt agarose dissolved in Hank’s medium (Westerfield, 2000) at 18 hpf and imaged at 5-minute intervals until ~30 hpf. Imaging was performed using Nikon Ti-E Eclipse and Zeiss LSM510 Meta microscopes. The development of the vasculature was analyzed using Apple QuickTime software and annotated using Adobe Photoshop.

Northern blot

RNA extraction and northern blot to detect miR-1/206 in cell line extracts were performed as described previously (Cifuentes et al., 2010). The miRNAs were detected using a mix of DNA oligonucleotide probes complementary to miR-1 and miR-206 labeled with [α-32P]dATP by the StarFire method (Integrated DNA Technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Loading was controlled using a similarly labeled probe against 5S rRNA.

Cell culture

Human umbilical vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased from the Tissue Culture Core Laboratory of the Vascular Biology and Therapeutics Program (Yale University) and serially cultured on 0.1% gelatin-coated flasks in M199/20% FBS supplemented with L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco) and endothelial cell growth supplement (ECGS; BD Biosciences), with heparin from porcine intestines as described previously. Conditioned medium was harvested from HT-1080 and RD cells that were growing exponentially for 36 hours. In some instances, conditioned medium was supplemented with 100 ng/ml recombinant VEGF (R&D Systems), or in M199 conditioned medium from HT-1080 and RD cells that were growing exponentially for 36 hours. In some instances, conditioned medium was incubated with 5 μg/ml VEGF blocking antibody (AF-293-NA; R&D Systems). HUVECs were also plated in conditioned media from RD cells transfected with inhibitors of miR-1 and miR-206, as indicated below. Sprout length of capillary-like structures was imaged with an Axiovert microscope (Carl Zeiss) and the cumulative tube length was measured in three fields for each replicate, per experiment.

miRNA transfection

RD cells were transfected with 60 nM antagomir miRNA inhibitors (anti-miR-1/206; Dharmacon) utilizing Oligofectamine (Invitrogen) as previously described (Suárez et al., 2007; Chamorro-Jorganes et al., 2011). Experimental control samples were treated with an equal concentration of inhibitor negative control sequence. The efficiency of transfection was greater than 95%, as assessed by transfection with fluorescently labeled miRIDIAN miRNA mimic (miRNA mimic-Alexa Fluor 555; Dharmacon) utilizing Oligofectamine (Invitrogen) and visualization by fluorescence microscopy 12 hours after transfection. After three consecutive rounds of transfection, the conditioned medium was used for cord formation experiments.

RESULTS

miR-1/206 regulate angiogenesis during development

miR-1 and miR-206 are evolutionarily conserved, have common expression patterns in the muscle (Wienholds et al., 2005; Mishima et al., 2009), and share a large part of their sequence (18 of 22 nt, including the seed region; supplementary material Fig. S1). To investigate whether miRNAs regulate the cross-talk between the muscle and surrounding tissues during developmental angiogenesis, we analyzed the effect of blocking miR-1 and miR-206 function on the vasculature. We injected one-cell stage zebrafish embryos with either a control MO or a mixture of two antisense MOs that target miR-1 and miR-206 (hereafter referred to as miR-1/206 MO (Mishima et al., 2009) (supplementary material Fig. S1), and analyzed vascular development using a transgenic line that labels endothelial cells: Tg(fli-EGFP)y1 (Lawson and Weinstein, 2002).

In Tg(fli-EGFP)y1 fish injected with control MO and wild-type embryos, endothelial cells sprout from the dorsal aorta to form the intersomitic vessels (ISVs), which migrate along the intersomitic space and connect atop the somite to form the dorsal longitudinal anastomotic vessel (DLAV) at 30 hpf (Fig. 1A) (Childs et al., 2002; Lawson et al., 2002). Embryos injected with miR-1/206 MO
**Fig. 1. miR-1 and miR-206 regulate developmental angiogenesis.** (A) Schematic representation of the zebrafish vasculature. The intersegmental vessels (ISVs) form by sprouting endothelial cells from the dorsal aorta and are typically composed by three cells: the tip, the stalk, and the basal cell that connects to the aorta (inset). (B) ISVs labeled with cytoplasmic GFP [Tg(fli-EGFP)] or nuclear GFP [Tg(fli-nGFP)] after injection of control morpholino (MO) or miR-1/206 MO at the one-cell stage. (C,D) Quantification of the cross-sectional area (C) and average number of nuclei per ISV (D) in control MO-injected and miR-1/206 MO-injected embryos at 30 hpf. Note the increase in ISV size (cross-sectional area) and number of endothelial cells in embryos injected with miR-1/206 MO compared with control MO-injected embryos. Mean ± s.d.; Student’s t-test. (E) Individual frames of a time-lapse confocal analysis of the vascular phenotype in wild-type and miR-1/206 MO-injected embryos between 18 and 28 hpf. Endothelial cells migrating into the vessel are numbered (1, 2, 3, etc.) and their daughter cells are labeled (1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1, etc.). The wild-type ISV shows a highly stereotyped pattern, in which a single endothelial cell migrates to the trunk midline and divides, leaving one cell stationary while the tip cell continues to migrate dorsally. Endothelial cells in miR-1/206 MO-injected embryos show elevated proliferation within the vessel, as well as an increase in migration from the aorta (right vessel).

**miR-1/206 regulate the expression of vegfaa**

Several signals from the muscle are known to regulate vessel growth and patterning. VEGF promotes the differentiation of endothelial progenitors and stimulates endothelial cell growth, survival and migration (Carmeliet and Jain, 2011; Ferrara et al., 2003). By contrast, Semaphorin-Plexin D1 signaling represses angiogenic potential by antagonizing VEGF function and ensures proper guidance of intersomitic sprouts (Torres-Vázquez et al., 2004; Zygmunt et al., 2011). To determine whether these systems are regulated by miR-1/206, we analyzed the 3’UTRs of candidate genes in each pathway for putative miR-1/206 target sites. Furthermore, we reasoned that the target responsible for the miR-1/206 loss-of-function phenotype should be expressed in muscle at developmental stages consistent with ISV development (18-30 hpf). Through this combined approach, we found that zebrafish vegfaa contains three miR-1/206 target sites in its 3’UTR (Fig. 2A). The presence of these target sites is maintained across species, including humans, suggesting an evolutionarily conserved function (supplementary material Fig. S3).

To determine whether miR-1/206 regulate the 3’UTR of vegfaa, we analyzed the expression of a firefly luciferase reporter containing the vegfaa 3’UTR, relative to a Renilla luciferase control, in the presence or absence of miR-1/206 duplex (Fig. 2B). The luciferase activity of the wild-type vegfaa reporter was significantly repressed by miR-1/206 (Fig. 2C). Regulation of the vegfaa reporter depended on the presence of miR-1/206 target sites, as a reporter in which these target sites were mutated (CATTCC to CTAACC; vegfaa mut 3’UTR) failed to be repressed by miR-1/206 (Fig. 2C).
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Fig. 2. miR-1/206 regulate the expression of vegfaa. (A) The zebrafish vegfaa 3'UTR, indicating the sequence of each miR-1/206 target site (TS1-3), the alignment of each TS with miR-1, and the sequence of the mutant reporter in which the seed sequence complementary to miR-1/206 has been mutated from ACAUCCU to ACUAACCU (mut). (B) The luciferase assay to test the functionality of the TS in the vegfaa 3'UTR. Embryos were co-injected with a firefly luciferase reporter containing the 3'UTR of vegfaa and a control Renilla luciferase reporter, in the presence (+) or absence of miR-1 and miR-206 duplex miRNA. (C) The TSs in vegfaa are functional and necessary for miR-1/206-mediated repression. miR-1/206 downregulated the luciferase activity expressed from the luciferase-vegfaa 3'UTR reporter (vegfaa 3'UTR) compared with the Renilla control. A luciferase reporter construct containing a 3'UTR with mutated miR-1/206 TS (vegfaa 3'UTR mut miR-1 TS) is not significantly repressed by the miR-1/206 duplex. As a positive control for repression, a luciferase reporter containing three partially complementary TSs for miR-1/206 (3-luciferase reporter construct containing a 3'UTR) increases the levels of vegfaa reporter.

Having established the functionality of the miR-1/206 target sites in the 3'UTR of vegfaa, we examined whether vegfaa is regulated in vivo by these miRNAs. Because vegfaa is also expressed in other domains besides the muscle, quantification of the effect of miR-1/206 on the endogenous transcript is impaired by the contribution of other tissues. Thus, to determine both the degree and spatial domain of the regulation of vegfaa, we directly visualized the levels of vegfaa mRNA by in situ hybridization with a probe directed to the coding region of the gene. We found that vegfaa levels in the somites were upregulated in 22-hpf embryos injected with miR-1/206 MO relative to controls, consistent with the loss of a negative regulatory factor (Fig. 2D,E). Together, these results indicate that miR-1/206 can regulate vegfaa expression during development.

The increase in angiogenesis observed in miR-1/206 knockdown depends on Vegf activity

Our results indicate that miR-1/206 regulate the 3'UTR of vegfaa. To test whether the increase in endothelial cells upon miR-1/206 knockdown (KD) was caused by the misregulation of vegfaa, we examined whether increasing the levels of VegfAa signaling would rescue this phenotype. We attempted to overexpress vegfaa using mRNA injection at the one-cell stage; however, this led to developmental defects in the early embryo. To overcome this limitation, we activated the Sonic hedgehog (Shh) pathway, which is responsible for the expression of endogenous vegfaa in the somites (Lawson et al., 2002). Expression of rSmoM2, a constitutively active allele of rat Smo (Huang and Schier, 2009) that activates Shh signaling, resulted in enhanced vegfaa expression in the somites (Fig. 2G), accompanied by an increase in the number of endothelial cells composing the ISV (supplementary material Fig. S4A-C). This phenotype is dependent on VegfAa overexpression because reducing VegfAa expression by means of an AUG MO rescued the phenotype (supplementary material Fig. S4A,B). To confirm that the miR-1/206 MO phenotype does not arise due to activation of Hedgehog (Hh) signaling rather than the direct regulation of vegfaa, we examined the expression of another target of the Hh pathway, engrailed (eng) (Degenhardt and Sassoon, 2001; Fjose et al., 1992; Wolff et al., 2003), when miR-1/206 function was blocked. The domain and intensity of Eng expression were similar between wild type and miR-1/206 morphants (supplementary material Fig. S4D), indicating that blocking miR-1/206 function promotes ISV angiogenesis downstream of Hh signaling.

We reasoned that if the increase in angiogenesis observed in miR-1/206 KD is due to VegfAa misregulation, reducing the levels of VegfAa signaling would rescue this phenotype. To test this, we used two alternative approaches. First, we employed SU5416, a selective inhibitor of the VEGF receptor Kdrl (also known as VEGFR2, Flk1), to block Vegf signaling (Fong et al., 1999). We found that increasing concentrations of SU5416 (0.2 μM to 0.4 μM) rescued the angiogenesis phenotype of miR-1/206 morphants (supplementary material Fig. S5), suggesting that miR-1/206 are likely to function upstream of the Vegf receptor. Second, reducing the levels of VegfAa with a translation-blocking AUG MO (vegfaa MO) rescued the miR-1/206 KD vascular phenotype (Fig. 3A,B; supplementary material Fig. S6). By contrast, reducing the levels of the zebrafish paralog VegfAb did not affect the ISV phenotype (supplementary material Fig. S7), consistent with its predominant expression in the anterior region of the embryo. Together, these results indicate that the phenotype observed when blocking miR-
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1/206 function is dependent on VegfAa activity, consistent with the proposed role of miR-1/206 in the regulation of vegfaa during angiogenesis.

miR-1/206-mediated regulation of endogenous vegfaa is required to modulate angiogenesis

miRNAs are widespread regulators of gene expression, and it is predicted that each miRNA has the potential to regulate several hundred target mRNAs (Bartel, 2009). Thus, a fundamental challenge in the field is to identify whether regulation of a putative target by an miRNA is physiologically relevant (Choi et al., 2007; Staton and Giraldez, 2011). We have shown that reducing the levels of VegfAa or reducing the levels of signaling after SU5416 treatment suppresses the increase in angiogenesis observed when miR-1/206 function is blocked. These results are consistent with the proposed role of miR-1/206 in the regulation of vegfaa; however, they do not rule out the possibility that the suppression is due to the essential role of Vegf in angiogenesis.

To directly address the interaction of miR-1/206 with vegfaa in vivo, we employed target protectors (TPs), which are MOs complementary to the miRNA target sites in a 3' UTR (Choi et al., 2007; Staton and Giraldez, 2011). By binding to specific target sites, they compete with the miRNA for binding to the target and block miRNA-mediated repression of a specific mRNA without affecting other targets. We have previously established that TPs that bind outside the target sites do not have any effect in the regulation of the target mRNA, and that their function is specific for the target (Staton and Giraldez, 2011). We have shown that reducing the levels of VegfAa or reducing the levels of signaling after SU5416 treatment suppresses the increase in angiogenesis observed when miR-1/206 function is blocked. These results are consistent with the proposed role of miR-1/206 in the regulation of vegfaa; however, they do not rule out the possibility that the suppression is due to the essential role of Vegf in angiogenesis.

To specifically modulate the interaction of miR-1/206 with vegfaa in vivo, we designed TPs for each of the miR-1/206 target sites in vegfaa (vegf-TpTM1 (Fig. 4A). We tested the ability of vegf-TpTM1 to block repression of a luciferase reporter mRNA by miR-1/206 (Fig. 4B,C). Co-injection of the luciferase-vegf-TpTM1 reporter with vegf-TpTM1 restored luciferase expression to a level similar to that of the mutant reporter; however, expression of the mutant reporter was unaffected by vegf-TpTM1 (Fig. 4C), suggesting that expression of targets with three or more mismatches to the TP are not affected by these TPs. These results indicate that the TPs used are specific and efficient in reducing miR-1/206-mediated repression of vegfaa.

To test the effect of these TPs in vivo, we injected them into Tg(fli-nGFP)y7 zebrafish embryos and monitored intersomitic vessel development. First, we assayed the expression of vegfaa in TP-injected embryos by in situ hybridization. We found that vegfaa mRNA levels are elevated in the somites relative to controls (Fig. 2F), similar to miR-1/206 KD embryos. Second, protection of the miR-1/206 target sites in vegfaa had a pro-angiogenic effect, resulting in intersomitic vessels with elevated numbers of endothelial cells compared with controls (Fig. 4D,E). This phenotype recapitulated the vascular defect observed when miR-1/206 function was blocked. These results indicate that despite the large number of miR-1/206 targets, the miR-1/206 KD phenotype is at least in part a result of altered vegfaa regulation and that miR-1/206 directly regulate the levels of vegfaa to modulate angiogenesis during development.

DISCUSSION

Our study shows that miR-1/206 negatively regulate angiogenesis during zebrafish development. Because miRNAs have hundreds of putative targets, it is challenging to determine the physiological function of individual miRNA-target interactions. Using TPs and MO KD, we show that miR-1/206 regulate angiogenesis by modulating the levels of the potent angiogenic factor VegfA. Taken together, our findings identify a novel regulatory layer that modulates the cross-talk between muscle and vasculature during developmental angiogenesis (Fig. 5).

VegfA plays a central role in the stimulation and control of angiogenesis, requiring it to be tightly regulated during embryonic development and homeostasis. This modulation occurs both in the signaling and the receiving cells (Carmeliet and Jain, 2011). Several regulatory layers control the activity of the pathway in endothelial cells: (1) the Notch-Delta pathway limits the response...
to Vegf to the tip cells of developing vessels, thereby regulating the number of cells that respond to Vegf signaling (Siekmann et al., 2008); (2) the class 3 semaphorins compete with VegfA for binding to, and activation of, Neuropilins, limiting the angiogenic effects of VegfA in providing guidance cues to migrating vessels (Staton et al., 2007); (3) Semaphorin-Plexin signaling acts to maintain the endothelial expression of the inhibitory VegfA receptor soluble flt1 (sflt1) (Zygmunt et al., 2011), lessening the intensity of the signal around endothelial cells; and (4) miR-126 plays an active role in potentiating the Vegf signal in endothelial cells by targeting spred1 and pik3r2 (Fish et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008), two negative regulators of Vegf signaling.

These mechanisms govern the sensitivity and response to Vegf signaling in the receiving cells, but less is known about the regulatory systems that control Vegf production during development. Our findings indicate that vegfaa is targeted by miR-1/206 in the muscle to modulate the expression of the ligand, allowing the organism to regulate this signaling pathway. Indeed, this regulation seems to be conserved in other biological systems, as blocking miR-1/206 function affects VEGF expression and the angiogenic activity of mammalian cell lines in vitro (supplementary material Fig. S8). This effect of miR-1/206 contrasts with the pro-angiogenic role of miR-206 during muscle regeneration in rats (Nakasa et al., 2010), yet no effect in angiogenesis has been observed in muscle-injured Mir206 knockout mice (Liu et al., 2012). The difference in these results might be due to the system under study or the context of embryonic development versus the muscle injury model, and future studies will be required to address these differences. It is known that the VEGFA 3’UTR contains elements that stabilize the mRNA, including the hypoxia stability region, as well as inhibitory elements such as that targeted by the IFN-γ-activated inhibitor of translation complex (GAIT) (Ray et al., 2009). Therefore, miR-1-206 are likely to act within a complex regulatory system to control VegfA production. Together, these regulatory mechanisms provide flexibility to modulate angiogenesis not only during development, but also during states such as hypoxia or ischemia.

Cross-tissue communication often relies upon potent secreted molecules such as chemokines, TGFs, WNTs, Shh and FGFs
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(Müller and Schier, 2011; Rogers and Schier, 2011). These are potent signaling molecules that function in a concentration-dependent manner to elicit specific effects. Tight regulation of the ligand is therefore essential to achieve the appropriate response and avoid saturation of the pathway. Indeed, it has been established that even moderate fluctuations in the levels of VEGF can have detrimental effects on vasculature development and homeostasis. For example, heterozygous loss of a wild-type VEGF allele causes a severe haploinsufficient phenotype (Carmeliet et al., 1996), resulting in developmental defects in the vascular network and embryonic lethality. We propose that the identification of miRNA-mediated regulation of potent signaling molecules such as TGFβ (Choi et al., 2007; Martello et al., 2007; Rosa et al., 2009), chemokine ligands (Staton et al., 2011) and VEGf (this study) (Hua et al., 2006; Long et al., 2010) reveals a common theme whereby miRNA-mediated regulatory interactions allow the cell to modulate the levels of signaling, provide robustness to the system and facilitate the dynamic regulation of gene expression.

The identification of miR-1/206-mediated regulation of VEGF might be significant beyond developmental angiogenesis. A pivotal step in solid tumor progression and metastasis is the invasion or co-option of capillaries, which provide growing tumors with oxygen and nutrients required by their elevated metabolic activity (Carmeliet and Jain, 2011; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). As in developmental angiogenesis, VEGF signaling is an essential component of the angiogenic response of a wide variety of tumors, making it a prime clinical target for the development of therapeutic agents (Carmeliet and Jain, 2011; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). It has also become clear that miRNAs can play important roles in the development and growth of tumors, often by targeting key components of potent signaling cascades that control proliferation and survival. However, a role for miRNAs in pathogenic angiogenesis has only recently been considered (Small and Olson, 2011; Zhang et al., 2011). Our findings indicate that altering the levels of miR-1 and miR-206 can affect the levels of angiogenesis in vivo through the modulation of VEGFα. Future studies will be required to understand whether the regulation of VEGF by miRNAs plays an important role in angiogenesis during human disease and cancer.
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Fig. S1. A second set of non-overlapping MOs against miR-1 and miR-206 result in enhanced angiogenesis. (A) Whole-mounts of control non-injected (upper panel) or miR-1/206 MO-injected embryos (lower panel), expressing a GFP reporter transgene (green) with three partially complementary sites for miR-1/206, at 48 hpf. GFP is expressed from the ubiquitously expressed promoter of the β-actin gene (β-actin-promoter). Note that blocking miR-1/206 function leads to strong upregulation of GFP expression in the muscle. The GFP expression observed in the trunk of uninjected embryos corresponds primarily to the neural tube, vasculature, skin and pronephros (Mishima et al., 2009). (B) To test the specificity of the vascular phenotype observed when embryos are treated with MOs designed to block miR-1 and miR-206 (MO1; see Fig. 1B), a second set of non-overlapping MOs against miR-1 and miR-206 was tested (MO2) (Mishima et al., 2009). Tg(fli-nGFP) y7 embryos were injected with miR-1/206 MO2, resulting in intersegmental vessels (ISVs) with elevated numbers of endothelial cells, compared with controls, by 30 hpf, recapitulating the phenotype of MO1 treatment. The sequence of miR-1 and miR-206 aligned to MO1 is shown beneath as previously described (Mishima et al., 2009). For additional information, see Material and methods.
Fig. S2. The function of miR-1/206 is non-autonomous to the vasculature. (A-D) Mosaic analysis to assay whether the function of miR-1/206 is autonomous (by blocking miR-1/206 function in the donor embryo, D) or non-autonomous (by blocking miR-1/206 function outside the endothelial cells in the host, B). Also shown are the controls where cells derived from a wild-type (A) or control MO-injected (C) embryo are transplanted into wild-type hosts. To the right is shown the phenotype of the endothelial cells derived from donor embryos and labeled with Tg(fli-EGFP) forming the ISV under different conditions. Because the phenotype being assayed is the increase in vessel size (as observed in miR-1/206 KD; see Fig. 1B), the outline of the ISV is shown to the right of the clone. Note that vessels that developed in miR-1/206 MO hosts had an increased cross-section compared with those that developed in wild-type hosts. Conversely, the size of vessels derived from miR-1/206 MO donors transplanted into wild-type hosts (D) is not significantly different from that of vessels from wild-type donors (A) or control MO-injected donors (C). These results suggest that miR-1/206 function is required outside the endothelial cells, consistent with the expression of miR-1/206 in muscle. The position of endothelial cells in miR-1/206 MO-injected hosts did not differ from wild type and was not biased toward tip or stalk cells, contrary to the phenotype observed in mutants affecting Notch function (Siekmann et al., 2008). This suggests that miR-1/206 are not affecting Notch function in endothelial cells.
Fig. S3. The presence of miR-1/206 target sites in the vegfaa 3′ UTR is evolutionarily conserved. (A) Sequence analysis revealed that miR-1/206 target sites (TSs) are present in the 3′ UTRs of mouse and human vegfaa homologs. Sequence alignments illustrating the conservation in the TS region between *D. rerio vegfaa*, *M. musculus Vegfa* and *H. sapiens VEGFA*, and their complementarity to miR-1. (B) Sequence complementarity of miR-1 and miR-206 to the TSs in *D. rerio vegfaa*. Note that both miRNAs share extensive complementarity to vegfaa mRNA in the seed region (nt 2-8).
Fig. S4. Engrailed levels are not affected in miR-1/206 morphants. (A,B) The Sonic hedgehog (Shh) pathway controls the developmental signal responsible for the induction of vegfa expression in the somites. A constitutively active Smo allele, rSmoM2, was expressed to activate Shh signaling. rSmoM2 expression resulted in an increase in the number of endothelial cells composing the ISV. This effect can be rescued by co-injection of an AUG MO directed against vegfa (vegfa MO). (C) Quantification of the average number of nuclei per ISV at 30 hpf in control MO- and rSmoM2-injected embryos. Mean ± s.d.; Student's t-test. (D) Hedgehog signaling induces muscle pioneer cells (MPs) and medial fast fibers (MFFs) within the somites to express Engrailed (Eng), making this gene a useful indicator of Hh activity (Fjose et al., 1992; Degenhardt and Sassoon, 2001). To determine whether the vascular phenotype of miR-1/206 morphants was a consequence of Shh pathway activation, we monitored the levels of Engrailed in miR-1/206 MO-injected Tg(fli-EGFP)y1 embryos. The level (inset) and domain (brackets) of expression were similar between embryos injected with a control MO and miR-1/206 MO.
Fig. S5. A small molecule inhibitor of VEGF signaling rescues the vascular phenotype of miR-1/206 morphants. (A) A selective synthetic inhibitor of Kdrl (VEGFR2, Flk1) activity (SU5416) can rescue the pro-angiogenic effects of miR-1/206 MO. Treatment with increasing concentrations of SU5416 result in impaired ISV formation in control MO-injected Tg(fli-nGFP)y7 embryos. The ISVs of embryos injected with miR-1/206 MO show elevated numbers of endothelial cells, and this phenotype is rescued by treatment with increasing concentrations of SU5416. At high concentrations of this small molecule inhibitor (1 μM), the formation of ISVs is entirely ablated. (B) Quantification of the average number of nuclei per ISV at 30 hpf in control MO- and miR-1/206 MO-injected embryos treated with increasing concentrations of SU5416. Mean ± s.d.; Student’s t-test.
Fig. S6. The vascular effect in miR-1/206 KD depends on VegfA activity. Reducing the translation of VegfAa rescues the angiogenesis phenotype of miR-1/206 loss of function. Tg(fli-EGFP)$^{y1}$ embryos injected with a control MO were also injected with increasing concentrations of a translation-blocking AUG MO against vegfaa (vegfaa MO). Increasing amounts of vegfaa MO prevented ISV formation, and high concentrations of vegfaa MO completely ablated ISV angiogenesis. Tg(fli-EGFP)$^{y1}$ embryos injected with miR-1/206 MO have wider ISVs with elevated numbers of nuclei per vessel (see Fig. 1B). This phenotype can be rescued by co-injecting increasing amounts of vegfaa MO. Conversely, note how, in the absence of miR-1/206, moderate levels of vegfaa MO fail to ablate ISV development, consistent with an increase in VegfAa levels.
Fig. S7. VegfAb is not responsible for the vascular phenotype of miR-1/206 morphants. (A) The vegfab 3’UTR contains miR-1/206 target sites (TSs). Sequence analysis revealed that the 3’UTR of the zebrafish vegfaa paralog vegfab contains two TSs for miR-1/206. Alignment illustrating the complementarity between the vegfab 3’UTR and miR-1 in the regions containing the TSs. (B) vegfab is not expressed in the trunk. In situ hybridization with probes specific for vegfaa or vegfab in 24-hpf wild-type zebrafish embryos. Whereas vegfaa is expressed in the medial region of the somites, flanking the ISVs, vegfab is not expressed in the trunk. (C) VegfAb inhibition does not impair vascular development, nor does it rescue the vascular phenotype of miR-1/206 morphants. Injection of Tg(fli-EGFP)\(^1\) embryos with a translation-blocking AUG MO targeting vegfab (vegfab MO) does not impair the intersegmental development of embryos injected with a control MO. Tg(fli-EGFP)\(^1\) embryos injected with miR-1/206 MO have wider vessels than controls. Co-injection of vegfab MO is unable to rescue this phenotype, even at elevated concentrations.
Fig. S8. miR-1/206 can regulate the angiogenic activity of cell lines in vitro. On the basis of the role of miR-1/206 in regulating VEGF expression, we hypothesized that different levels of miR-1/206 could modulate the angiogenic potential of cells in vitro. (A,B) ELISA, western blot and northern blot assay to detect VEGF and miR-1/206 expression in the tumor cell lines HT-1080 (fibrosarcoma) and RD (rhabdomyosarcoma). Note how these two cell lines, HT-1080 and RD, express opposite levels of VEGF and miR-1/206 (Lu et al., 2005). (C,J) Scheme of the endothelial tube formation assay. Tumor cells were cultured in HUVEC media as described in Materials and methods. This medium was then used in the tube formation assay with HUVEC cells. This approach allows us to evaluate the degree to which secreted factors from these tumor cells can induce angiogenic tube formation on endothelial cells and determine the functional relevance of vegfa regulation in the angiogenic activity of RD and HT-1080 cell lines. (D-G) Endothelial cells form tubes in response to VEGF secreted by tumor cells. HUVECs cultured for 8 hours in basic media without FBS and growth factor supplements fail to form tubes (D), but develop tubular networks when grown in media supplemented with growth factors (E). HUVECs cultured in the supernatant from HT-1080 cells produce extensive tubular networks, similar to those observed with full supplementation (F). By contrast, HUVECs cultured in supernatant from RD cells display reduced tube formation (G). (H,M) Quantification of the average tube length of HUVEC cells treated with tumor cell supernatant. HUVECs treated with full media (+ Control) develop extensive tubes, whereas HUVECs treated only with basal media fail to extend tubes. Supplementation of basal media with VegfA is sufficient to induce tube formation. Culture of HUVECs in supernatant derived from HT-1080 tumor cells results in extensive tubularization. By contrast, tube formation is reduced when HUVECs are cultivated with supernatant derived from RD tumor cells. The pro-angiogenic effect of HT-1080 supernatant can be neutralized by the addition of an anti-VegfA antibody. (J) Treatment of RD tumor cells with antagonir inhibitors of miR-1, miR-206, or miR-1 and miR-206 together resulted in an increase in VegfA expression, as determined by western blot and ELISA. (K,L) Tumor cells treated with miR-1/206 antagonir inhibitors have enhanced angiogenic potential. HUVECs cultured for 18 hours with the supernatant of RD tumor cells treated with antagonirs against miR-1 and miR-206 displayed elevated VEGF secretion by ELISA (J) and angiogenic activity measured by tube formation (L,M), relative to those incubated with the supernatant of control antagonir-treated RD cells (K). These results indicate that blocking miR-1/206 function increased the angiogenic potential of these cells in vitro. (A,H,J,M) Mean ± s.d.; *P<0.01, Student’s t-test.
**Table S1. Oligonucleotide sequences.** Sequences of oligonucleotides used as primers, morpholinos, and siRNAs. All sequences are shown 5’ to 3’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primers</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-UT</td>
<td>CCGCTCGAGTCGAGCGAACGCCGGGAGGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-UB</td>
<td>CTAGCTAGCCAAAATCCATTTCTGCTTTAATACAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfab-UT</td>
<td>CCGCTCGAGCACAGCAGCTTTGGAAGCAAGCTAACCTTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfab-UB</td>
<td>TCTAGCTAGAAATATGCTGTTCTACATTACAGACAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-TS1t</td>
<td>CAACTCGAGCGGACAGCACTTTCAAGCAAGCTAACCTTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-TS1b</td>
<td>CAACTCGAGCGGACAGGTGTTTCAAAACCTTAGGGAAGAACTAACCTTGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-TS2t</td>
<td>TCAGTGACTTTTGACTAACCACATATTAAAAATAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-TS2b</td>
<td>CTATAGTATTTTTAATGTGTTAGCTCAAAAGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-TS3t</td>
<td>CGAGAGACAAAAACTAACCCTGAAAAGCGCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-TS3b</td>
<td>GGGCCTTTTCCAGGTAGTTTTTGTCTTCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa-end</td>
<td>AAAGCTAGCGAAAAACGTGGCAGACAAAGGAATGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa-VEGFA T</td>
<td>AGACAAAGAAAATCCCTGTGGGCCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa-VEGFA B</td>
<td>GCCTCGGCTTGTCACTACCTGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa-GAPDH T</td>
<td>GAAGGTGAAGGTCCGGAGTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hsa-GAPDH B</td>
<td>GAAGATGGGTGATGGGATTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>miRNA Morpholinos</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miR-1 MO</td>
<td>ATACATACCTCTTTACCTCAGCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-206 MO</td>
<td>CCACACACTCTCTCTCCTACATTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-1 MO2</td>
<td>CATATGGGCATATAAGAAGTATGT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-206 MO2</td>
<td>ATATGGGCATATAAGGAGATATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control MO</td>
<td>CCTCTTACCTCATCAATTATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Protectors</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa TP1</td>
<td>CCAAGGAATGTGTCCTCCTTAGGTTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa TP2</td>
<td>TGGAATGTCAAAAGTCACTGATTTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa TP3</td>
<td>GGCCTTTTCAGGAATGTTTTGTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUG Morpholinos</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vegfaa MO</td>
<td>GTATACAAATAAACACCAAGTTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vegfab MO</td>
<td>GGAGACGGCGAACAGCAAGATTCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control MO</td>
<td>CCTCTTACCTCATCAATTATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>miRNA duplex</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miR-1</td>
<td>UGGAAUGUAAGGAAGUAUGUAUTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR-206</td>
<td>UGGAAUGUAAGGAAGUGUGdT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control MO</td>
<td>CCTCTTACCTCATCAATTATA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>